
Ethno England was my second Ethno - the 
first one I did was Ethno Flanders. And so 
I guess after Ethno Flanders I realised, oh, 
you know what fun you could have been 
the national one, everything that an Ethno 
was about, and so I just wanted to try 
another one. England as a country and its 
music appealed to me in the beginning. It 
was completely different for me because 
at Ethno England I think it was something 
like 20 people in total. So it's a completely 
different atmosphere and you get to know 
everybody much better. It kind of feels like 
a small family even though you don't 
know the people. And so I wanted to go 
to the Ethno England a second time 
actually, because it was really good the 
first time.  

I like the way it was organised. Ethno 
Flanders is the big Ethno where you know, 
lots of other people, but not, you don't 
really know everybody just as well as in 
Ethno England. You really get to know 
people much better, which is really nice. 
And also the playing part I mean, the 
music, as you move from the big orchestra 
to a band basically. 

It made me more confidence, and 
because Ethno England is smaller, well I 
suppose you have a bigger role than in 
other Ethnos, just playing what you are 
playing on stage, which is something that 
that makes you more confident later when 
you're playing with other people. I’m not a 
professional player at all so it's not 
something I'm really used to doing but I 
think but doing that during Ethno England 
helps you be more confidence. 

We went to the place, it was in a meadow 
with a small house, and we met the other 
people there, and it seemed really, really 
cozy. It's just nice to be in that place with 

everybody. That year that we went to a to 
a fayre in the neighbourhood and where 
we played some of the things that we had 
learnt during workshops. So we heard 
other people playing and we played there 
as well. There were Morris dancers. I 
remember they were playing the Orange 
in Bloom, which we had done during the 
Ethno, in one of the workshops. It was not 
what I had imagined. It's really special. It 
was really a fun thing to see. I saw 
instruments that I didn't even know 
existed. I even started a new instrument 
thanks to ethnos: the nyckelharpa. 

I went to England on my own going, and 
so you never know how it's going to be. 
And just doing that with people is 
something that maybe changes you. You 
don't really hesitate as much as before to 
just do it when you think ‘oh that sounds 
nice. Let's do it and let's go see what 
happens!’. 

The fact that Ethno England and Tandem 
Festival are eco friendly, that’s something 
that's special about Ethno England that 
you don't find it in the other Ethnos. So 
the fact that it's eco friendly, the veggie 
festival also it's something that I guess 
changed a bit of my, changed some of my 
habits in that regard, in the sense that 
eating veggie food is not something I 
used to do, it's something that I do 
sometimes now. It's something that might 
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have been changed thanks to Ethno and 
thanks to the Tandem festival, I mean, and 
the fact that you're in the festival, you are 
really into that atmosphere that everything 
is green.  

At Tandem I found types of music that I 
never played or listened to before, and I 
didn't even know that I liked before 
playing them and hearing them, for 
instance, since Ethnos I know I know that I 
like a Swedish music, German music and 
Scottish music because we play lots of 
Scottish music, especially in England. So 
my taste definitely changed after I saw 
Ethno England. 

That's sessions, you know, when you're in 
situations where everybody is looking at 
each other waiting for somebody to just 
start a tune you get used to doing that. So 
when you are at an Ethno, you're fine with 
other people. I went to much more jam 
sessions in Brussels after I went to ethnos. 
It really made me want to play more with 
new people rather than on my own or only 
with my family. 

We went to recording studio, it was the 
first time that I did that. And that's the first 
time is a bit intimidating maybe because 
you could ruin the recording so... I think 
it's a good experience to do it just to do it 
there with Ethno England because next 

time you do it, you feel more confident to 
do it. It's a good experience definitely. 

I definitely learned some things about the 
playing, for instance, I never could do 
triplets before before learning Scottish 
reels. So that's something now that I'm 
more used to doing. That or the 
ornamentations that are more typical of 
the kind of playing.  

I never really gave much thought for 
singing before, because I've always been 
playing an instrument, so that's also 
something different that you do on 
Ethnos, you learn to sing the 
tunes and to arrange the tunes 
with the singing. And you 
notice that in some countries 
it's something that really much 
more common than in Belgium, 
like, you know, Estonia, for 
instance, they have a lot of 
singing, and in Sweden 
too. And I think the 
way they arrange the 
tunes are also very 
different because of that. 

You also learn a lot of about 
other people's culture and their 
countries and you realise you just 
had a really, really different 
experiences and lives. You realise that 
some people, maybe they lived in a 

country where the political situation is 
really difficult compared to yours and that 
they had sometimes a really tough time. 
And they're still so happy about 
everything and still sharing their music.  

As told to: Lauren 
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